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If the poles of a sequence of rational functions (of a complex variable)
are known precisely or asymptotically, much can be deduced [6] regarding
regions of convergence and degree of convergence, but if those poles are
partially or wholly determined by properties of degree of convergence or of
best approximation, little is known of the location of the poles or of regions of
convergence. The present communication gives some results on this topic, in
particular exhibits an example where the poles of the approximating functions
are relatively few in number, yet the function approximated has a natural
boundary which does not affect the usual degree of convergence.

The theory of approximation by polynomials to an analytic function relates
primarily degree of approximating polynomials and degree of convergence on
the one hand to regions of analyticity of the approximated function on the
other. The corresponding theory for approximation by rational functions has
that same objective, as yet unachieved.

To be more explicit about polynomial approximation, we have

THEOREM 1. Let E be a closed boundedpoint set of the z-plane whose comple
ment K is connected, and regular in the sense that it admits a Green's function
G(z) with pole at infinity. Let CR denote generically the locus G(z) = logR(>O)
in K, and ER its interior. Then a necessary and sufficient condition that the
function fez) be single-valued and analytic in Ep (p> 1) is that there exist
polynomials Pn(z) of respective degrees n such that we have for the Tchebycheff
(uniform) norm on E

lim sup Ilf(z) - Pn(z)[111n ~ l/p.
n .... ""

(1)

Theorem 1is due to S. Bernstein in the case that E is a line segment; the curves
CR are ellipses whose foci are the ends of the segment. For other sets E, steps
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toward the theorem were made by Hilbert, Faber, Montel, Fejer, Szego,
Walsh, and Russell.

Approximation by rational functions is much more difficult. A rational
function of type (n, v) is one of the form

n + n-I + +R () = ao z a I z . . . an
Iwz-b v b vi "

oZ + IZ + ... + 0v

If a function fez) is continuous on a closed bounded set E without isolated
points, then there exists a rational function R1!v(z) of type (n, v) of best
(Tchebycheff) approximation tof(z) on E, which need not be unique:

Ilf(z) - RnvCz)11~ Ilf(z) - 1"nv(z)11 (
'1;\
~}

for every r"vCz) oftype (n, v). Thus there exists a table [6J afthe R",,(z) analogous
to that of Pade:

Roo(z), RlQ(z), R20(z), ,

ROI(z), R ll(z), R 21(Z), ,

Roiz), Rdz), R2iz), ,

The following theorem has been recently established [1,2, 3J.

(4)

THEOREM 2. Let the point set E satisfy the conditions of Theorem I, and let
thefill1ctionf(z) be analytic on E, meromorphic with precisely vpoles in Ep' Then
there exist rational functions Rnv(z) of respective types (n, JI) such that

lim sup [If(z) - R,Jz)i[I!1l ~ lip.
n .... co

(5)

If(5) is satisfied, then for n sufficiently large Rm.(z) has precisely v finite poles,
which approach the respective poles olf(z) in Ep •

The existence of the R,w(z) in (5) can readily be proved from Theorem 1.
Letf(z) be given, and let qv(z) be the polynomial ZV + ... whose zeros are the
poles off(z) in Ep• Thenf(z) 'qv(z) is analytic interior to Ep and by Theorem 1
there exist polynomials pnCz) of respective degrees n satisfying

lim sup [If(z)qvCz) - p,,(z)!1 1!1! ~ l/p.
n .... co

(6)

The function R"v(z) == p,,(z)/qvCz) is of type (n, v), IjqvCz) is bounded on E, so
(5) follows from (6).

We shall not prove the last sentence of Theorem 2, but mention that the
boundedness of the number of (unprescribed) finite poles of the R"v(z) enters
strongly. When the sequence R"v(z) is given, one proves the existence of a
subsequence whose poles have no more than v finite limit points; it can then
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be shown that only poles of fez) in Ep can be such limit points. When it is not
known that fez) has precisely a finite number v of poles in some Ep , the
behavior of sequences of the Rnll(z), IL =1= 0, from the table [expression (4)] is
not known, and in any case seems very complicated. The primary difficulty is
that the position of the finite poles of the Rnll(z) is not known; the poles may
conceivably be everywhere dense in the plane or in some subregions exterior
to E. O. Perron has exhibited an example showing that, for the second row of
the Pade table, the poles may be everywhere dense in the plane.

THEOREM 3. Let E, CR , and ER be as in Theorem 1. For fixed IL let every sub
sequence of a sequence of rational functions Rniz) of respective types (n,IL)
converge uniformly on E and also on every closedboundedsubset ofEp containing
no limit point ofpoles of the Rnll(z) in that subsequence. Then the limit function
fez) is analytic on E, meromorphic with, at most, IL poles in Ep•

For simplicity in exposition we suppose all the poles of the Rnll(z) simple;
the reader will readily make the necessary modifications for the more general
case. We can suppose the poles of the Rlliz) to be bounded [4]. If the sequence
RIlIl(z) has any subsequence with IL'(~IL) bounded poles in Ep and not ap
proaching Cp , it has a subsequence having one pole of each term approaching
some point al in Ep , it has a new subsequence of that subsequence having two
poles of each term approaching two distinct points al and a2 in Ep, and so on,
to a subsequence having one pole of each term approaching each of IL' points
aj in Epo This last subsequence has a limit functionf(z) having no singularity
other than a pole in each of the points aj, for ifthe pole f3j ofRnll(z) approaches
aj, the functions Rlliz)· TIiz - f3j) are analytic and approachf(z)· TIiz - aj)
uniformly in a neighborhood of a j • The last subsequence is analytic and
converges uniformly in the neighborhood of each point of Ep other than the
a j , sof(z) is meromorphic with at most IL poles in Epo This concludes the proof.
Of course, not every limit point of poles of the Rnll(z) need be a pole off(z).

A related theorem is

THEOREM 4. Let E, CR , ER , andf(z) be as in Theorem 2. With fixed IL (~v)

suppose the rationalfunctions Rnll(z) ofrespective types (n,IL) satisfy

lim sup Ilf(z) - Rniz)lll/n ~ lip.
n-->o:>

(7)

Then the hypothesis afTheorem 3 is satisfied. In particular, (7) is satisfied by the
Rnll(z) ofbest approximation tof(z) on E as in (4).

In the proof of the first part of Theorem 4 we need a comparison sequence;
we can use the sequence obtained from (6). The entire remainder of the proof
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can be given by precisely the method of proof of [3], Lemma 1; compare also
[4]. The second part ofTheorem 4 ([5], Theorem 5) follows from the monotonic
character of the norms relating to the extremal functions of (4); we have

Ilf(z) - R", ,,(z)11 ~ Ilf(z) - R,,+j,v+iz)11

whenever j ~ 0, k ~ O.
In the light of Theorems 3 and 4, the further question naturally arises as to

convergence of sequences of functions R",m(z) of respective types (n,m) when
both m and n are allowed to become infinite. Here the situation can be quite
complicated, and the complications are inherent in the problem, not merely a
matter of method of study. We shall show that if/(z) is given analytic on E and
meromorphicinEp, then for suitably chosen/1(z) the limit points of the poles of
rational functions (or a subsequence) approximating to/(z) +/1(Z) may form
a natural boundary of/(z) +/1(Z) in Ep• This phenomenon may arise even if
those rational functions R"N.(Z) have relatively few poles, namely N" -7 00 but
N"ln -70 as n -7 w.

THEOREM 5. Let E, CR, ER, and/(z) be as in Theorem 1. Then there exists 11

fimction/1(z) analytic on E, with a natural boundary interior to Ep such that we
have

lim sup II/l(z) - RNnCZ ) IIliNn = 0,
N fI -7oo

(8)

where the RN.(z) are rational functions of respective degrees N", Nil -7 00,

N,Jn -70 as n --+ 00. Consequently if j(z) is analytic on E, meromorphic with
no more than v poles in Ep then we have

lim sup II [f(z) +jl(Z)] - [R"_N"jZ) + RN,,(Z)] II1/11 ~ lip, (9)

where the R"-NIl,vCZ) ojrespective types (n - N", v) are suitably chosen.

We choose distinct points IXn in Ep - E approaching from the exterior a small
circle y, which together with its interior lies in Ep - E, so that every point of y
and no other point is a limit point of the IXn' Choose the indices Nn(~n) as
[n 1!2] (namely the largest integer not'greater than n 1/2), whence Nnf.71 --+ 0,
N" --+ 00 as n --+ 00; choose 1'(0 < l' < 1), and choose An = rnl! - r(n+1).+1.

We now definejl(z) by the equation

<Xl A
fl(z) == L __n_, (10)

1 Z - IXn

so thatfl(z) is defined and analytic on E and indeed at every point of the plane
except in the IXn and their limit points. The functionfl(z) defined exterior to 'v
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is meromorphic there, has a pole in each point IXm and cannot be continued from
the exterior of y into the interior. Such functions were studied by Borel [7]
and have since been studied by various authors, recently by Gon9ar [8].

We set

N

RN(z) == L An/(z - IXn),
I

and for z on E we have

where 0(>0) is the distance from E to the nearest IXk or limit point. From (11)
we now have with N = Nn an inequality stronger than (8):

lim sup Ilfl(Z) - RNn(z)lll/n = 0.
n .... oo

(12)

By Theorem 2 there exist rational functions Rniz) of respective types (n, v)
so that (5) is satisfied. A change of notation gives

lim sup Ilf(z) - Rn_Nn,iz)lll/(n-Nn)~ lip,
n .... oo

lim sup Ilf(z) - Rn_Nn,v(z)lll/n~ lip.
n ....00

(13)

By (12) and (13) we may write (9). The approximating rational functions in (9)
are of type (n,Nn + v) if n is sufficiently large, and we have (Nn + v)ln -»- 0,
(Nn + v) -»- 00.

Of course (9) holds also for the rational functions of respective types
(n,N" + v) of best approximation tof(z) + fl(Z) on E.

Inequality (12) holds not merely for the norm on E, but also for the norm
on any closed bounded set containing no point IXk. If D is any closed set which
lies in the closure of Eo and contains no pole off(z), we have [2,3] as a conse
quence of Theorem 2 and inequality (5)

lim sup [maxlf(z) - Rn- Nn ,v(z) \, z in Dp/n~ alp,
11-.700

so we have by (12)

lim sup [maxi [fez) + fl(Z)] - [RN-Nn,v(Z) + RNn(z)]I, Z on Dp/n~ alp.
n-> 00

We compare Theorem 5 with Theorems 2, 3, and 4. Under the conditions of
Theorem 2, if p is the largest number such thatf(z) is analytic on E, mero
morphic with precisely v poles in Ep , inequality (5) becomes [2,3] an equality.
Thus (5) cannot be improved without modifying the restrictions on fez).
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Yet (9) is determined wholly by the singularities of/(z), not in any way by the
singularities offl(z) if not on E.

We have stated in Theorem 5 thatfl(z) has a natural boundary in Ep ; tl:1is
is of course in the sense of Weierstrass, not in the sense of Borel [7]. The
functionfl(z) interior to y and the fUllctionfl(z) exterior to yare continuous
on certain lines crossing y; indeed, the function/l(z) in (10) is typical of Borel's
quasi-analytic extension of functions along line segments as a consequence of
the condition IAnll/n -+ O. GonQar [8] studies the Hausdorf measures of the
s.::ts of singularities of such series as (10).

The purpose of Theorem 5 is to indicate the great contrast in results and
methods necessary to change from the theory of approximating rational
functions having only a finite number offree (i.e., unprescribed) poles to those
having an infinite number of such poles, even if the number is of a lower order
of infinity than the degree of the rational functions. Other examples can be
given (e.g., [3]):

THEOREM 6. Let E, CR , and ER be as in Theorem 1. Let the function g(z) be
analytic on E, meromorphic in Ep, 1 < P~ w. Then for the rational funerions
SnM,,(Z) of type (n,Mn), where M" -+ 'XJ as n -+ co, of best approximation to
g(z) on E, we have

lim sup [Ig(z) - SnkM(z)lll/n ~ lkP,
II-?CO

(14)

Choose a sequence of numbers Pk, 1 < PI < pz < ... -+ P such that no pole
of g(z) lies on Cpk ; we denote by nk the number of poles of g(z) in Epk' By
Theorem 2 we have

lim sup [Ig(z) - SnnJz)lll/n ~ l/pk'
n->oo

for the rational functions SllIlk(Z) of type (n,nk) of best approximation. By the
monotonic character of the norms involving rational functions of the table (4)
we have

Ilg(z) - SnMnCZ) II ~ II g(z) - Snnk(z)11

for each fixed nk and for n sufficiently large. Thus the first member of (14) for
every k is not greater than l/pk' so (14) follows.

The function g(z) of Theorem 6 can be combined with the functionf,(z) o[

Theorem 5 to yield a new result:

THEOREM 7. Let E, CR , and ER be as in Theorem 1. Thenforfl(z) and RNn(z) of
Theorem 5 and g(z) and SnM.(Z) ofTheol'em 6 we haL'e

lim sup [[[fl(z) + g(z)] - [RNn(z) + SnM.(z)]lll/.~ lip, (15)
.->00
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where RN.(z) + S'M.(Z) is a rationalfunction oftype (n + Nm Nn+ Mn), andwhere
we have chosen Mnso that Mn= Nm whence (Nn+ Mn)/n -+ 0 as n -+ 00.

In particular the second member of (15) may be zero.
The asymptotic behavior of the best approximating functions of type

(n,Nn) and of their poles is still unknown.
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